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DID YOU KNOW?

MIT researchers have created a supersolid from a Bose-Einstein condensate.
Our cover shows the experiment’s ultrahigh vacuum chamber. The gold ring is a
vacuum flange that surrounds a viewport
through which the team sent a series of
laser beams. Some of the optic systems,
used to reflect and guide the laser beams,
are also visible. Read more on page 38. ■
In all instances, “CSA CSM” indicates a Corporate Sustaining Member of CSA.
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CSA will offer four short courses on Sunday, July 9, just
before CEC/ICMC. Registration information and course descriptions are provided at http://2csa.us/shortcourses
Cold Facts Vol. 33 No. 4 publishes on August 25. Submit
your content to editor@cryogenicsociety.org by June 23 to
make sure you’re included. The issue will spotlight deflashing,
deburring, grinding and cryogenic treatment equipment, but
we also invite your input on other topics.
You can stay up to date on all CSA news by subscribing to the CryoChronicle newsletter and CSA Newsflashes at
www.cryogenicsociety.org. ■

www.cryogenicsociety.org

Selecting Getters for Cryogenic Devices
by Gabriele Calderoni, SAES Getters S.p.A, gabriele_maria_calderoni@saes-group.com

Maintaining vacuum at lower than 10-3
mbar is essential for ensuring the high thermal insulating characteristics of everything
from small-scale dewars to bulk transportation tanks and pipes. But vacuum level deteriorates with time, mainly as a consequence
of outgassing—the release of gases from the
materials of the vacuum jackets.

Sorpon Speed [cc/s.g]
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For cryogenic devices, hydrogen outgassing is often the main issue, not only because all metals release hydrogen but also
because hydrogen cannot be condensed on
the cold wall of the system.
To preserve vacuum level, engineers
commonly use two types of getter materials
in evacuated jackets. Hydrogen getters work
by converting hydrogen to water, vapor that
is then removed by cryocondensation on the
cold wall of the system or by a suitable dryer.
Palladium Oxide (PdO), Silver Exchanged
Zeolites and SAES Getters’ LOTHAR belong
to this category. Non-Evaporative Getter
(NEG) alloys—the second conventional getter—are able to sorb not only hydrogen, but
also other reactive gases like carbon oxides,
water, oxygen and nitrogen.
Regardless of the getter considered,
pumping is always based on chemical reactions that are faster at high temperature.
For this reason, engineers should install
getters on the warm wall (ambient temperature) of the device.

p_H2 = 1.3E-3 mbar
T = 25°C
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Curve representing the typical H2 sorption performances of the LOTHAR. Image: SAES Getters

Besides hydrogen, engineers should
pay attention to the contribution of water
vapor, coming mainly from glass fiber foils
as part of the MLI. Water condenses on cold
surfaces when the tank is filled with liquid
gas. A dryer is recommended to prevent the
growth of the partial pressure of H2O when
the tank is empty.

so engineers should only employ such
getters in systems where an effective baking process has massively reduced the
amount of water. In contrast, hydrogen
getters are more tolerant to the presence
of water, and can also be employed in
devices that are not baked or which were
submitted to a mild baking during the
manufacturing process.

Getter Selection
One of the first points to evaluate
when selecting a getter is baking, a heating process that removes vapor absorbed
by vacuum chamber walls. Water can rapidly saturate NEGs at room temperature,
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Another aspect to consider is the possibility of activating the getter at high temperature. NEG alloys and Silver Exchanged
Zeolites should be activated at high temperature to start sorbing hydrogen, while
www.cryogenicsociety.org

PdO and SAES Lothar do not need thermal
activation.
Finally, service with liquid oxygen
poses specific safety issues, with constraints
on the materials suitable for this application. SAES Lothar has passed the impact
test per NASA STD 6001, Test 13, Part A in
this regard.
In terms of sorption characteristics of
the getter, two figures of merit are typically considered. Sorption capacity (C) is
the maximum amount of gas that the getter
can capture during its service life, usually
expressed as mbar.liter/gram of getter. And
sorption speed (S) is the volume of gas removed by the getter in the unit time, usually
expressed as liter/s.gram of getter.
Throughput (T) is a quantity strictly
connected to the sorption speed. It represents the quantity of gas removed in the
unit time and is the product of the sorption
speed and the pressure (T = S x p).

Example of a diagram to evaluate the kind of dimensioning on the basis of the C/S characteristics of the
getter and the working pressure of the device. The diagram is constructed for an expected lifetime of 10
years, and assumes that the sorption speed and the rate of release of gas do not change with time. For
cryogenic devices, dimensioning for capacity is commonly adopted. Image: SAES Getters

Among the different getter solutions,
PdO has the largest sorption capacity for hydrogen, but it also has the highest price due to
its strong link to the cost of palladium.

Getter Dimensioning
Evaluating the quantity of getter required for a particular application is an
important step in determining the most
appropriate getter system. Engineers
can follow two different approaches
when dimensioning a getter, either dimensioning for the sorption speed or for
the capacity.

Characteristics of the main getter solutions for cryogenic applications Image: SAES Getters

Dimensioning for sorption speed is
commonly adopted when challenging ultimate pressures are required or when the
pumping speed of the getter is low.
Once an engineer determines the rate of
release for gases from different sources (Q),
the minimum speed required to maintain the
pressure (p) is simply expressed as S = Q / p.
On the other hand, if the ultimate pressure required is not especially difficult,
dimensioning for capacity is the most appropriate option, provided that the getter sorption speed is sufficient. Engineers

Characteristics of the main dryers for cryogenic applications Image: SAES Getters

also adopt capacity dimensioning when
the sorption speed does not depend on the
quantity of getter, but rather is limited by
geometric factors and conductance. When
dimensioning for capacity, the minimum
capacity required corresponds to the gas
load accumulated in the vacuum jacket during the entire life of the device.
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Dimensioning for capacity is usually
the recommended approach for cryogenic
devices: the pressure in the annulus of a
cryogenic device is in the 10-3 to 10-4 mbar
range, the outgassing rate is slow because
of the low service temperature and the conductance of MLI is a limitation to the effective pumping speed of the getter. n
www.cryogenicsociety.org

